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Abstract
System interoperability is an important issue, widely recognised in information technology intensive organisations and in the research community of information systems. The wide adoption of the World Wide
Web to access and distribute information further stresses the need for system interoperability. Initiatives
solutions like the Semantic Web facilitate the localisation and the integration of the data in a more intelligent
way via the use of ontologies. The Semantic Web offers a compelling vision, yet it raises a number of research
challenges. One of the key challenges is to compare and map different ontologies, which evidently appears in
integration tasks. The main goal of the work is to introduce a method for finding semantic correspondences
among ontologies. The approach brings together syntactic, linguistics, structural and semantic (based on
instance information) matching methods in order to provide a semiautomatic mapping. The approach consists of two phases: semantic enrichment phase and mapping phase. The enrichment phase is based on the
analysis of the extension information (like web resources, data, documents, etc.) that are associated to the
ontology concepts. At the end of enrichment phase, the ontology contains more semantic relations between
its concepts which will be exploited in the mapping phase. A process of filtering enables us to automatically reduce the number of false relations. The validation of the correspondences is an interactive process
(with an expert) which allows to improve the mapping process. The approach has been implemented in a
prototype system called ROMIE (Resource based Ontology Mapping within and Interactive and Extensible
environment). It was tested and evaluated on two applications: a biomedical application and technology
enhanced learning (or e-learning) domain application.
Keywords:
Ontology mapping, instance-based mapping, ontology enrichment, similarity measures, semantic web.
1. Introduction

ally constitute autonomous and heterogeneous data
sources.

We assist these last years to the emergence of
new applications that need to share information between various systems. The stake is to develop
techniques that facilitate semantic interoperability
between these information systems, which gener-

Interoperability is an important question, largely
identified in several domains such as Technology Enhanced Learning domain (TEL), Biology, Bioinformatics, and so on. The dependence and the share
of information between organisations created a need
for co-operation and co-ordination in order to make
easier the exchange and the access to distant or local
information. The large adoption of the Internet to
reach and distribute information generates a crucial
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between ontology concepts, by propagating relations
existing (or generated by an analysis of the resources
properties) between resources to the concepts linked
to these resources. The mapping phase takes two
ontologies (eventually enriched) and calculates similarities between concepts. The similarity calculation
is based on the semantic distance and uses relationships generated in the ontology enrichment phase (if
any). The mapping process uses in addition traditional methods of similarity measure such as syntactic, linguistic and structural methods. It presents
also a filtering process which allows for automatically reduce the number of false generated mappings.
Finally, ROMIE offers an interactive process of validation where validated mappings are continuously
taken into account in the mapping process to improve
the results.
The paper is organised as follows. In the first section we present a state of the art of the domain of ontology mapping and the motivation of our work. We
present then the architecture and the different steps
of the mapping process in ROMIE, before describing the ontology enrichment phase and the mapping
process which is composed of different modules: syntactic and linguistic matchers, structural and semantic matchers, filtering module and validation module.
We describe then how ROMIE was applied to the
TEL domain and more precisely how the step of resources analysis for the enrichment step was achieved
in this case study. Finally we describe the developed
prototype and give results obtained in TEL domain
and also in biomedical domain, before concluding.

need for the interoperability between systems. It is
thus important to provide users methods and tools
allowing a transparent access to the huge number
of data and resources accessible via the Web. Ontologies are an important tool providing semantics to
data and documents in several areas. They are used
as basis for interoperability between systems and for
data integration, by providing a common terminology
over a domain. In most of considered domains, there
exist an increasing number of ontologies, which are
mostly complementary but could also contain important overlapping. In order to use the needed ontologies in an integrated way, ”bridges”, i.e. mappings,
between ontologies must be built. Mapping two ontologies means to define semantic relations between
their respective concepts. Mappings are often established manually by the domain experts, but because
of the increasing number of ontologies as well as the
increasing of their size, there is a need of automatic
(or semi-automatic) mappings. Almost existing ontology mapping algorithms use and combine several
matchers, mostly syntactic and linguistic. Some of
them use information on the structure (topology) of
considered ontologies. Very few use information on
documents or resources (instances) connected to the
ontologies.
In this paper, we propose an instance-based ontology mapping system called ROMIE (Resource-based
Ontology Mapping). Most instance-based mapping
systems rely on the assumption that there are individuals shared between the ontologies to be mapped.
The overlap between instances of the classes belonging to different ontologies is then used to decide
whether those classes have to be mapped. Often this
precondition is not fulfilled. Therefore, we have developed in ROMIE a method where there is no need of
instances shared between the different ontologies. We
propose an original instance-based mapping where semantic relations between resources are propagated to
ontology concepts. We propose also in this paper how
to generate semantic relations between resources if
they do not exit, using properties of the resources.
We considered as a case study the application of TEL.
Our approach is composed of two principal phases:
(i) semantic enrichment and (ii) mapping. The phase
of enrichment consists to add new semantic relations

2. State of the art and motivation of the work
A great number of ontology mapping approaches
exist, as pointed out in [18, 27, 10]. All of them use
several matchers, which are often of different types:
syntactic, linguistic, structural (topological) and semantic. The semantic matchers are usually based on
semantic relations between the concepts in each of
considered ontologies. Some of existing approaches
of ontology mapping consider the expressive ontology
language for defining these relations. For example, in
[11], authors use a subset of OWL Lite for this pur2

It is perhaps the most well-known system, as it is
a plugin in the well-known ontology editor, Protégé
[26]. It searches for possible matching between
concepts using linguistic similarity and ontology
structure. GLUE [8] is an ontology mapping system
which uses information on instances (name, size, . . .)
and on the words frequency; it takes into account
the common sense, the domain constraints and the
ontology structure (concepts neighbourhood). It
implements three learning strategies: one for the
names, one for the concepts and one for combining
the two approaches (in a probabilistic manner).
Finally, FOAM [9] is a framework for Ontology
alignment and mapping based on a combination
of a rule-based approach and a machine learning
approach.

pose but they mainly focus on the comparison of the
structural aspects of ontologies.
There are several works on ontology mapping based
on the instance-based (resource-based) approach [16,
20, 19, 4, 3, 31]. In all these works, to define a similarity measure between concepts, there is an explicit
reference to the ontology model of OWL Lite and the
similarity is defined among OWL objects (i.e., concepts) in terms of the number of common instances
that characterise each concept. In [20, 35], a system called Automs is proposed. It creates a semantic
mapping based on ontology metadata. The ontology model adopted in this approach refers also to the
hierarchy relation. In [16], the proposed approach
uses the Jaccard measure to calculate the statistics
of common instances between two concepts. In [19],
four matchers are defined in order to determine the
instance-based similarity, using the number of instances that are associated or not associated to two
compared concepts. In other words, the degree of
similarity between two concepts takes into account
the number of shared instances. In [31], the authors
address the problem of migrating instances between
ontologies; they exploit existing mappings between
ontologies to reclassify a set of instances of one source
ontology into related target ontology.
We can find in the literature ontology mapping
methods for specific application domains. For instance Lambrix and Tan developed a system, called
SAMBO, for aligning and merging biomedical ontologies, which uses and combines different matchers and
mapping strategies [21, 22]. Kirsten and al. proposed
in [19] an instance-based matching method for life
science ontologies. The authors have suggested the
use of data contained in the biological data source
Ensembl [1] in order to find potential mappings between concepts sharing same data. Their method was
tested on two biological ontologies, GO and OMIM.
Several other mapping systems have been proposed
in the literature. Chimaera [23] is an environment
of merging ontologies; it uses heuristics for finding
ontology portions to reorganise. OntoMorph [6]
is a system close to Chimaera; it uses almost
available matching techniques. Prompt [28] is a
semi-automatic system for aligning and merging ontologies, close to OntoMorph and Chimaera systems.

The goal of our work is to offer a system able to
identify the semantic links between ontologies with
high selectivity and sensitivity, and better interactivity with users, compared to existing systems. In this
purpose, we developed methods that allow maximising the number of generated mappings while minimising the number of false mappings, using all information contained in the considered ontologies, information contained in the resources associated to the
ontologies, as well as information provided by users.
• It is not clear to know in the existing tools if
they have an interactive process neither how this
interaction is realised. We consider that the interaction with users is a fundamental point that
is important to integrate in the mapping tools.
In our system, we offer different types of interactions with users: (i) validation or invalidation of
the generated mappings; (ii) choice of the methods to use for the calculation of similarity between concepts and (iii) choice of parameters values (thresholds and confidence values for each
method).
• One important goal of our system is to reduce
the number of false positive generated mappings.
For this purpose, we developed a method for filtering the generated mappings which go far away
than methods based on thresholds traditionally
3

between heterogeneous ontologies is to semantically enrich these ontologies before the mapping process. The semantic enrichment allows
to make explicit the ”hidden” semantic of the
different ontology concepts. And more the semantic is explicitly specified, more the ontologies
comparison becomes reliable and feasible.

used in ontology mapping systems. Our method
exploits all possible links (hierarchical and semantic links) existing between concepts of each
ontology in order to detect certain anomalies and
contradictions between the obtained mappings.

• The step of mapping results validation is an important phase in the mapping process. In existIn this work, we were interested by two domain
ing systems, the validation is done by the expert
applications,
the domain of Technologies Enhanced
at the end, once all results are provided. In our
Learning
(TEL)
and the biomedical domain.
system, there is a continuous interaction with
the expert, where each generated mapping could
be validated at any time; the validated mappings 3. General architecture of ROMIE
are then used continuously in the mapping proThe mapping process is based on the measure of
cess for improving the mapping.
similarity between concepts of different ontologies.
• Existing systems provide a mapping between all An important step used by all existing algorithms and
concepts of two given ontologies. It is necessary systems for mapping ontologies is the use of syntactic
to offer to users a mapping system able to iden- and linguistic methods in order to measure the simtify the mappings between particular concepts. ilarity between concepts in a terminological point a
Our system allows to achieve a total or a partial view. Nevertheless, these methods are not sufficient
for a good and appropriate measure. That is why
mapping of the ontologies.
other types of methods, namely structural (topolog• Several existing works on mapping ontologies ical) methods, are often used. These methods take
are concentrated on techniques calculating sim- into account the structure of the ontology, mostly
ilarities between concepts and on how combin- information on concept neighbourhood, i.e. fathers
ing them. Existing algorithms success in the and children of the concepts to map. Besides these
best case to propose 70% of correct mappings relations of father and child between concepts of the
and to identify 80% of existing mappings. Be- ontology, we consider in our system another kind of
sides, these values change according to the struc- relations, namely semantic relations, which are very
ture and the semantic richness of the ontologies. important in order to add a semantic level to the simTherefore there still being an effort to do in or- ilarity. By semantic relation, we mean any relation,
der to obtain better reliability of the mapping. different from those usually used (hierarchical relaOur goal is to analyze and exploit the resources tions, e.g. ”is a” relations) which may exist between
(or instances) linked to ontologies, in order to two concepts. Unfortunately, existing ontologies have
enrich their semantic and improve results of the rarely this type of relations. Therefore, an important step of our system is the enrichment of each
mapping process.
of considered ontology by semantic relations between
We suppose that the semantic richness of ontolconcepts, before performing mappings. These relaogy concepts come from the interpretation of the
tions are generated using information on resources
resources and information annotated by these
connected to the ontology concepts (this step is exconcepts. There is indeed no standardisation alplained in the next section). The mapping process in
lowing that the information interpretations done
our system is performed in several steps (see Figure
when creating an ontology are the only ones pos1):
sible conceptualisations in the real word. Con• Similarity values calculation: syntactic and linsequently, the starting point of the comparison
and the creation of the semantic correspondences
guistic methods (matchers) are applied on cou4

methods based on structural and semantic relations.
• Candidate mapping validation: the last step of
the mapping process is the validation of the generated mappings. The user can validate or invalidate each of the candidate mappings. When a
mapping is validated, it is stored and then used
by the system in the steps of candidate mappings
generation and candidate mappings filtering.
The different steps of the mapping process are
described below in Section 5.
4. Ontology enrichment
An important contribution of this paper is the ontology enrichment, which plays a crucial role to improve mapping results. As presented in Section 3,
we use hybrid approach of ontology mapping, which
mixes linguistic, structural and semantic approaches.
The semantic approach exploits different semantic
characteristics of ontologies. The problem is that the
number and/or the quality of existing semantic relations in ontologies are in general very low. The
main objective of our instance-based approach is to
exploit information about the resources connected to
the ontology concepts in order to infer new semantic
relations between the concepts.
The principle of our approach is to analyze the considered resources, in order to highlight relations between their instances, and then to propagate these
relations to the ontology concepts linked to these instances (Figure 2).
In case there are no evident relations between resource instances, a first step of the ontology enrichment process is the generation of relations between
resource instances. This step requires the analysis of
the resources properties, which depends on the application domain. In this paper we illustrate this step
on the TEL application domain (see Section 6).

Figure 1: General architecture of the mapping process

ples of concepts, in order to measure their terminological similarity.
• Candidate mappings Generation: candidate
mappings are generated in this step, with a similarity values resulting from the combination of
the similarity values returned in the first step. In
this step, structural (topological) and semantic
matchers are also applied to improve the similarity values of candidate mappings and/or to generate new candidate mappings. They are based
on relations between concepts, and on mappings
already established and validated. Structural
matchers use hierarchical relations between concepts (e.g. ’is-a’ relation) when semantic matchers use other types of relations (eventually generated in the enrichment step).

• Candidate mappings filtering: in order to minimise the number of false candidate mappings, Generation of semantic relations between concepts
For each relation Rel between two resources, an
several methods are used for filtering the generated candidate mappings. Besides the con- equivalent relation between associated concepts is
ventional method of threshold, we use filtering generated. However, several resources could be linked
5

ated to the concept C2 . The problem is that there
are thus several Reli which could be propagated towards the corresponding concepts (in order to obtain
a new semantic relation between the concepts C1 and
C2 ) (see Figure 3). Our proposition is to propagate
each relation Reli for which we associate a weight depending on the similarity between the corresponding
subsets Ai and Bi . In this purpose, we use the wellknown formula of Jaccard’s similarity measure. The
Jaccard measure is used to calculate the distance between two sets; it takes the lowest value 0 when they
are disjoint, and the highest value 1 when they are
equal.
Let ! = {Rel1 , Rel2 , . . . , RelK } a set of semantic relations between two sets of resources A and
B. We adopt for each Reli the following notation
A ← Reli → B. The weight of the relation Reli
between the sets Ai and Bi , noted σReli (Ai , Bi ), is
calculated by the Jaccard measure formula:
!
|A Reli B|
"
σReli (Ai , Bi ) =
|A B|

Figure 2: Propagation of relations between instances towards
associated concepts.

to a concept. Therefore, we must consider the set of
resources linked to each concept rather than an individual resource. Moreover, we can have different
relations between two sets of resources, where each
relation links a sub-set of the first set with a sub-set of
the second set. Therefore, we have to distinguish several subsets of resources called equivalent resources,
and several relations to propagate to a couple of concepts (see Figure 3).

with:
#
A
B = {Ai /∀a ∈ Ai , ∃b ∈ Bi /a ← Reli → b}
Reli

5. Mapping process
Ontology mapping is the task of relating the vocabulary of two ontologies in such a way that the mathematical structure of ontological signatures (vocabulary) is respected. Structure-preserving mappings between mathematical structures are called morphisms.
We thus study the mapping of ontologies through the
ontology morphism properties.
After defining the ontology morphism principle, we
describe in this section the different steps of our mapping process and the different methods we developed.
5.1. Ontology morphism
The principle of ontology morphism is to consider
that each relation (structural or semantic relation)
between two concepts of an ontology is equivalent to
Given two concepts C1 and C2 , each subset Ai of the relation between the corresponding concepts (by
equivalent resources associated to C1 may have a se- mapping relations) in another ontology. This leads
mantic relation Reli with another subset Bi associ- to the following definitions:
Figure 3: Propagation of relations between sets of resources
towards associated concepts.
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- Rel: is the type of relation between the concepts
c and d generated by the matcher (include relation
(⊇), overlap relation (⊆) or equal relation (≡));
- Conf : is a confidence level associated to the
matcher;
- SV : is the similarity value (between 0 and 1)
between c and d calculated by the matcher M .

• Definition 1: An ontology O is defined by a tuple O = (C, R, <, σ) consisting of (i) two disjoint
sets C and R called concept identifiers and relation identifiers respectively, (ii) a partial order <
on C called concept hierarchy or taxonomy, (iii)
a function σ: R → C × C called signature that
associates to relations couple of concepts.
• Definition 2: An ontology morphism between
two ontologies O = (C, R, <, σ) and O! =
(C ! , R! , <! , σ ! ) is the couple of functions (F, G)
such that: F : C → C ! and G : R → R! . Given
c and d two elements (concepts) of C and r an
element (relation) of R we note that:

The similarity values returned by the different syntactic and linguistic matchers are then combined. For
each couple (c, d) of concepts, a candidate mapping
of the form: Hp =< Rel, c, d, ConfHp , SVHp > is
generated, where:
$
F (c) = c! is the corresponding concept of c,
ConfHp =
Confi
F (d) = d! is the corresponding concept of d and
i
G(r) = r! is an equivalent relation to r, particuand
%
larly r! equal to r.
Confi × SVi
SVHp = i %
i Confi
Using ontology morphism, we can deduce the following rules:
and Confi and SVi are respectively the confidence
level of the method Mi and the similarity value returned by the method Mi for the couple of concepts
(c, d).

• Rule 1: If c < d then F (c) <! F (d); that means:
”If c precedes d in ontology O, then c! precedes
d! in ontology O! .”

• Rule 2: If σ(r) = (c, d) then σ ! (G(r)) = 5.3. Structural and semantic matchers
(F (c), F (d)); that means: ”If r is a relation beRelations between ontology concepts are exploited
tween c and d in ontology O, then r! (eventually in the mapping process by specific matchers called
r) is a relation between c! and d! .”
structural or semantic matchers. Structural matchers
use structural or topological relations between con5.2. Syntactic and linguistic matchers
cepts. Semantic matchers use semantic relations beSyntactic and linguistic methods (matchers) are tween concepts, which are either relations generated
applied on couples of concepts in order to mea- by the ontology enrichment step, or relations belongsure their terminological similarity. We use in our ing to the original ontologies; in the first case they
case several conventional and known syntactic meth- are considered as instance-based (or resource-based)
ods (e.g. Hamming distance, subString distance, semantic matchers.
These matchers allow (i) to improve (i.e. increase)
N-Gramme distance, Levenshtein distance), which
calculate an edit distance between terms. And we the similarity value of the candidate mappings obuse a linguistic method based on WordNet dictio- tained in the precedent step and (ii) to generate new
nary [24, 13], which is a lexical database for the candidate mappings thanks to mappings already valEnglish language providing detailed and precise de- idated.
scriptions of words. Each of these matchers returns
These matchers are based on the principle that:
a similarity value. Each matcher returns a five-tuple two concepts are more likely to be the same if their
< M, Rel, c, d, Conf, SV > where:
structural or semantic neighbourhood concepts are
similar. Here are examples of rules:
- M : is the matcher name (e.g. WordNet);
7

• R1: Two concepts are similar if their ”fathers”
(i.e. super-concepts) are similar.

• Bottom-up matcher: this method consists to use
a validated mapping between two concepts for
generating a new candidate mapping between
their ”father” concepts or for improving it if it
already exists (Figure 4, middle):

• R2: Two concepts are similar if their ”children”
(i.e. sub-concepts) are similar.
• R3: Two concepts are similar if their ”neighbourhood” are similar.

If ∃ a validated mapping M ap
<
Rel, c, d, Conf, SV > between a concept c
of O1 and a concept d of O2, then:

The two first rules are used by the structural
matchers and concern the hierarchical structure of
the ontologies, where the third one is used by the semantic matcher. These rules are based on the notion
of ontology morphism presented above (Section 5.1).

Let us consider the ”father” concept c! of c (in
O1) and the ”father” concept d! of d (in O2 )

5.3.1. Structural matchers
We defined two structural matchers: the ”Topdown” matcher (based on the rule R1) and the
”Bottom-up” matcher (based on the rule R2).

Then modify Hp such as:

If ∃ a candidate mapping Hp
<
Rel, c! , d! , ConfHp , SVHp > between c! and
d! ,

SVHp = SVHp +(

SV
)
min(N brOf Child(c! ), N brOf Child(d! ))

and

• Top-down matcher: this method consists to use a
validated mapping between two concepts for improving a candidate mapping generated between
their ”children” concepts (Figure 4, left):

ConfHp = ConfHp + ConfBottom−up
otherwise generate a new candidate mapping
Hp < Rel, c! , d! , ConfHp , SVHp > such as:

If ∃ a validated mapping M ap
=<
Rel, c, d, Conf, SV > between a concept c
of O1 and a concept d of O2

SVHp = (

and

SV
)
min(N brOf Child(c! ), N brOf Child(d! ))

If ∃ a candidate mapping Hp
=<
Rel, c! , d! , ConfHp , SVHp > between a concept c! of O1 and a concept d! of O2 where:

and

c (respectively d) is the ”father” concept of c!
(respectively d! )

with
N brOf Child(c! )
(respectively
N brOf Child(d! )) the number of ”children” concepts of c! (respectively (d! ) and ConfBottom−up
the confidence level of the Bottom-up matcher.

ConfHp = ConfBottom−up

Then modify Hp such as:
SVHp = SVHp +(

SV
)
min(N brOf Child(c), N brOf Child(d)) The transitive property of the hierarchical (struc-

tural) relations of ontologies allow to define direct
and indirect children or fathers. The Top-down and
Bottom-up matchers defined above consider direct
ConfHp = ConfHp + ConfT op−Ddown
”children” respectively ”fathers” concepts. We also
with
N brOf Child(c)
(respectively developed Top-down and Bottom-up matchers which
N brOf Child(d)) the number of ”children” con- consider indirect ”children” and ”fathers” concepts.
cepts of c (respectively d) and ConfT op−Ddown They are called ”Top-down-ind” and ”Bottom-upthe confidence level of the Top-down matcher.
ind” matchers.
and

8

• Top-down-ind matcher: this method consists to
use a validated mapping between two concepts
for improving a candidate mapping generated
between their indirect children concepts (Figure
4, right):
If ∃ a validated mapping M ap
=<
Rel, c, d, Conf, SV > between a concept c
of O1 and a concept d of O2

Figure 4: Examples of situations where mapping candidates
could be improved using a Top-down matcher (left), a Bottomup matcher (middle) and by a Top-down-ind matcher (right)

and
If ∃ a candidate mapping Hp
=<
Rel, c! , d! , ConfHp , SVHp > between a concept c! of O1 and a concept d! of O2 where:
c is the ”father” concept of level i of c! and d is
the ”father” concept of level j of d! ,
Then modify Hp such as:
SVHp = SVHp +(

SV
)
max(i, j) × min(N brOf Childi (c), N brOf Childj (d))

and
ConfHp = ConfHp +

ConfT op−Ddown
max(i, j)

where N brOf Childi (c) is the number of
”children” concepts of c at level i and
N brOf Childj (d) is the number of ”children”
concepts of d at level j; and ConfT op−Ddown is
the confidence level of the Top-down matcher.

Figure 5: Example of ontologies with semantic relations allowing to generate new mapping candidates. Because we have a
validated mapping Map between C5 and D4, a candidate mapping could be generated between C3 and D2 by the semantic
matcher since there is a same semantic relation between C5
and C3 and between D4 and D2 (this relation could be a relation generated by the enrichment phase).

• Bottom-up-ind matcher: it uses the same
method than in Bottom-up matcher, but considering indirect children with the same principle
than in the Top-down-ind matcher described begenerated ones, thanks in this case to the rule R3 of
low, except that only the case of improvement of
”neighbourhood” given above (Figure 5).
existing candidate mappings is considered (there
As described in Section 4, a ”weight” noted σ is asis no generation of new candidate mappings).
sociated to each semantic relation generated by the
enrichment phase. In case of semantic relations not
generated by the enrichment phase, i.e. semantic re5.3.2. Semantic matchers
As stressed above, besides hierarchical (structural) lations existing in the original ontology, this weight
relations, we use in our mapping process other type doesn’t exist. It is therefore considered equal to 1 in
of relations existing between ontology concepts, the the following algorithm:
If ∃ a validated mapping M ap
<
semantic relations, which could be generated by the
Rel,
c,
d,
Conf,
SV
>
between
a
concept
c
of
enrichment step (see Section 4). In the same way
than in structural matchers, semantic matchers al- O1 and a concept d of O2, then:
low to improve the mapping process, by generating
Let us consider a concept c! of O1 where c is in
new mapping candidates and/or improving already relation with c! by Rel with a weight σ1 (we note
9

(c Rel(σ1 ) c! )) and a concept d! of O2 where d is in
relation with d! by Rel with the weight σ2 (we note
(d Rel(σ2 ) d! ))
If ∃ a candidate mapping Hp
=<
Rel, c! , d! , ConfHp , SVHp > between c! and d! ,
Then modify Hp such as:
Conf ! = Conf ! + σ × ConfSemantic
and
SV ! = SV ! + σ ×

structure or the semantic relations linking the ontology concepts, respecting the rules of ontology morphism. We distinguish two types of comparison: (i)
comparison between two candidate mappings and (ii)
comparison between a candidate mapping with a validated mapping. We detect then candidate mappings
which are contradictory with validated mappings or
with other candidate mappings. In the following we
present some of these filters. Let us consider two ontologies O1 and O2 :

SV
M inOf Conc(c, d)

otherwise generate a new candidate mapping Hp =<
Rel, c! , d! , ConfHp , SVHp > such as:
Conf ! = σ × ConfSemantic
and

• Filter 1: this filter treats the case where a candidate mapping is contradictory with a validated
mapping (Figure 6, left):
If ∃ a candidate mapping Hp
<
Rel, c, d! , Conf1 , SV1 > and ∃ a validated
mapping M ap < Rel, c! , d, Conf, SV > such as:
c and c! are concepts of O1 and d and d! are concepts of O2 where c (respectively d) is in relation
with c! (respectively d! ) by a structural relation
or by a semantic relation,

SV
SV = σ ×
M inOf Conc(c, d)
!

where σ = min(σ1 , σ2 ), ConfSemantic is the confidence level of the Semantic matcher and

Then eliminate Hp.

!
(respectively
M inOf Conc(c, d) = min(N brOf Conc(c, Rel(σ1 )), N brOf Conc(d,
Rel(σ2 ))) d) (respectively d )

with
N brOf Conc(c, Rel(σ1 ))
(respectively
N brOf Conc(d, Rel(σ2 ))) the number of concepts linked to the concept c (respectively d) by the
relation Rel(σ1 ) (respectively Rel(σ2 )).
5.4. Filtering process
One of the characteristics of ROMIE is the ability to minimise the number of false candidate mappings. In almost existing mapping systems in the
literature, the filtering step consists only in the use
of a threshold for the similarity values. In ROMIE,
besides a threshold filter, we developed several methods for filtering the generated candidate mappings.
They are based on the structural and semantic relations (including the semantic relations generated by
the ontology enrichment step) existing between ontology concepts. Each method aims to reduce the
number of false candidate mappings by using specific comparison rules able to raise contradictions or
anomalies. These rules can exploit the topological
10

• Filter 2: this method treats the case where a
candidate mapping is contradictory with another
candidate mapping (Figure 6, middle):
If ∃ two candidate mappings Hp1
Rel, c, d! , Conf1 , SV1
> and HP2
Rel, c! , d, Conf2 , SV2 > such as:

<
<

c and c! are concepts of O1 and d and d! are concepts of O2 where c (respectively d) is in relation
with c! (respectively d! ) by a structural relation
or by a semantic relation,
Then if SV1 > SV2 then eliminate Hp2 otherwise
eliminate HP1 .
• Filter 3: in this filter, a validated mapping allows
to eliminate a candidate mapping which is not
consistent with this mapping and with another
candidate mapping (Figure 6, right):
If ∃ a candidate mapping Hp1
<
Rel, c, d, Conf1 , SV1 > and ∃ a validated

mapping M ap < Rel, c! , d! , Conf, SV > such
as:
c and c! are concepts of O1 and d and d! are
concepts of O2 where c is in relation with c! and
d is in relation with d! by a structural relation
or semantic relation, then if ∃ a candidate mapping Hp2 < Rel, c, d!! , Conf2 , SV2 > with d!! a
concept of O2, eliminate Hp2 .
• Filter 4: we defined a similarity threshold and a
confidence threshold below which the candidate
mappings are not considered. The value of these
two thresholds could be modified by the user via
a specific interface.

Figure 7: Validation process

Mapping results are validated with different levels of certainty and reliability. For each mapping is
associated a parameter V which is incremented whenever a new user validates it. This parameter is incremented by a value comprised between 0 and 1, representing the expertise level of the user (set by the
user itself). Thus, more a mapping has a high value
V, more it has a high reliability.

Figure 6: Examples of situations where candidate mappings
could be filtered (eliminated) because of inconsistencies

6. ROMIE applied to TEL
5.5. Validation process
The validation step is an important phase in the
mapping process. It involves the human in order to
validate or invalidate the mappings generated by the
system.
The validation process is characterised by its interactive aspect. It exploits the user feedback as well
as its satisfaction with the proposed results. If the
user is not satisfied, the mapping process could be
restarted using other parameter values and/or other
matchers, in order to improve the results.
In all cases, validated mappings are stored and continuously used in the process mapping for improving the results. As described above, the two steps
of mappings generation and mappings filtering use
validated mappings (if there are). Therefore, when
there are new validated mappings, these two steps
are restarted (see Figure 7).

6.1. Application domain TEL
We consider as application the context of Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL). Ontologies offer a
great potential in higher education providing in particular the sharing and reusing of information across
educational systems and enabling intelligent and personalised learner support. The increased functionality that ontologies imply will bring new opportunities
to e-learning. Learners will be able to interact with
distant educational systems easily and in a personalised way. An overview of ontologies for education
field and an initial report on the development of an
ontology-driven web portal O4E are presented in [7].
In addition, the number of ontologies in TEL domain
is growing considerably. An urgent need in TEL is
the discovery of suitable resources and the organisation of those resources to perform a learning task.
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Ontology-driven TEL has concept-based representa- resource may have prerequisites (what is required by
tion of the specific subject domain and learning re- the resource) expressed by one or more concepts. For
instance, in our application, a resource describing a
sources indexed by domain concepts.
course of C++ has as content the concept ”C++
6.2. TEL resource model
programming language” and as prerequisites the two
We have defined a resource model in order to give concepts ”C programming language” and ”objecta semantic description of a resource. A pedagogic re- oriented methodology”, which means that the C lansource is a component that should be described by guage and the object-oriented methodology must be
a set of metadatas when it is added to the system. learned before the C++ language.
This description allows to find, to compose and to
adapt it. A component is associated to one or several 6.3. Generation of relations between resources
concepts of the domain model. In our model describThe analysis of the resource model described above
ing pedagogic resources, we distinguish two types of allows us to propose a set of semantic relations bemetadatas: (i) the educative characteristics (author, tween resources.
language, media type) using LOM standard (DIRE
Let us consider two resources R and R! . We
CE QUE C’EST, DONNER REF ), and (ii) the se- note P re(R) (respectively P re(R! )) the prerequisite
mantic associated to the resources. The description of R (respectively R! ) and Cont(R) (respectively
of this semantic is divided into three parts: the pre- Cont(R! )) the content of R (respectively R! ). The
requisites, the content and the acquisition function analysis of resource properties allows us to propose
(function allowing to evolve the model of the learner). a set of relations between resources (listed in Table
Each of these parts references concepts of the domain 1). These relations can be deduced automatically and
model. A resource ”SQL query” for instance has as can have characteristics of symmetry and/or transiprerequisite the concept ”relational Algebra”, as con- tivity.
tent the concept ”SQL” and as acquisition function
Resource properties
Relation names
Relation
the modification of the learner model by associating
characteristics
!
R
is
weak-substitutable
by
R
Weak-substitution
Transitive
to the concept ”SQL” a ”high” level.
if P re(R) ⊂ P re(R! )
R is equivalent to R!
Equivalence
Symmetric and
The prerequisite of a resource is described by
if P re(R) = P re(R! ) and Cont(R) = Cont(R! )
Transitive
the triplet (concept, role, level), where the concept
R is part of R!
Part of
Transitive
!
!
if Cont(R) ⊂ Cont(R ) and P re(R) ⊂ P re(R )
belongs to the domain model, the role indicates
!
R strongly-precedes R
Strong-precedence
if Cont(R) = P re(R! )
for which aspects of the concept this resource is
R weakly-precedes R!
Weak-precedence
if Cont(R) ⊂ P re(R! )
concerned (for instance ”introduction”, ”definition”,
R is strong-crossed to R!
Strong-Crossing
Symmetric
”description”, ”application”) and the level specifies
if Cont(R) = P re(R! ) and Cont(R! ) = P re(R)
!
R is weak-crossed to R
Weak-Crossing
the level of the resource difficulty (”low”, ”medium”,
if Cont(R) ⊂ P re(R! ) and Cont(R! ) ⊂ P re(R)
R is more general than R!
More general
Transitive
”high”). The content of a resource is described with
if P re(R) ⊃ P re(R! ) and Cont(R) = Cont(R! )
!
R is more specific than R
More specific
Transitive
the couple (concept, role). The acquisition function
if P re(R) ⊂ P re(R! ) and Cont(R) = Cont(R! )
indicates which triplet (concept, role, level) will be
R is mismatched to R!
Mismatch
if there is no relation between their properties
added to the learner model, expressing the satisfaction and validation state of the learner knowledge.
Table 1: Relations and properties between resources.
We consider that a resource is any digital object
like a set of web pages, a file or a program (a simulator for example) in any format (e.g., text, video,
audio). We just suppose that it is a unit accessible via 7. ROMIE prototype and results
an URI. Each resource is described by metadata (e.g.,
author, title, language) and is indexed with the con- 7.1. Implementation
cepts of the domain ontology. In other words, its conROMIE was implemented using the technology of
tent develops one or more concepts. In addition, each multi-agent system (MAS). We have thus a system
12

completely modular and extensible, where the different components (agents) can run in parallel, communicate and cooperate, in order to achieve results.
Each agent has its own behaviour and communicates with its environment (the other agents and the
user) by sending information messages, queries or responses.
ROMIE is composed of five agent types: the ontology agents (OA), the matcher agents (MA), the candidate mapping generation agent (MGA), the mapping filtering agents (MFA) and the mapping validation agent (MVA).
The OA agents play the role of intermediate between the user, the data and the mapping system,
when the other agents communicate and cooperate
in order to achieve the different mapping tasks described above.
The prototype is implemented using the multiagent platform JADE (Java Agent Development
Framework) [17]. The different agents communicate
using FIPA-ACL (Foundation for Intelligent Physical
Agents) language [14], which is one of the most used
languages in MAS.
We used OntoBroker system [30] to manage the
ontologies. OntoBroker integrates various input formats of ontologies like RDF(S), F-Logic or OWL.
The different methods we developed are implemented
with logic rules which make our system easily extensible.
7.2. Results in TEL application

We performed several tests in order to evaluate the
performance of ROMIE in generating mappings between ontologies:
- In a first step, we analysed the impact of the
resource-based matchers (Figure 8, left) on the mapping results. In this purpose, we first applied only
linguistic and syntactic matchers; then, in the second test, we used the structural matchers to generate more mappings; and in the last test, we used the
semantic matchers. Each test is presented separately
in order to thoroughly show the importance of each
of the methods that ROMIE uses for generating mappings.
- In a second step, we analysed the impact of the
resource-based filters (Figure 8, right) in improving the mapping results obtained in the first step.
We firstly applied only the structural filters then we
added the semantic filters, which use the semantic
relations generated during ontology enrichment.
To evaluate the results obtained by ROMIE, we
calculated three metrics for each result: percentage
of true positive mappings (mappings correctly identified), percentage of false negative mappings (mappings not discovered) and percentage of false positive
mappings (wrong mappings).
As shown in Figure 8, the mapping results are more
and more improved thanks to the succession of methods of matching and filtering we use. We can see that
when we use only linguistic and syntactic matchers,
we find more than 50% of the mappings, but 50%
of the mappings generated by our system are false.
Applying in addition the structural matchers, we obtain more mappings (70%) but more false mappings
are also generated. And thanks to the resource-based
matchers (semantic matchers), we success to find almost all mappings (95%). Nevertheless, the number
of wrong mappings still becomes high. But thanks to
structural filters and to resource-based filters (semantic filters), the number of wrong mappings decrease
consequently, achieving some 10% on the total number of obtained mappings.

We used two educative repositories where learning
objects are indexed with ontologies of the educative
domain: SQL [5] and ACM [2]. The ACM/CCS ontology is a classification for computer science domain.
It classifies nine main sub-domains organised into sections. In our tests, we considered a part of SQL (30
concepts annotating 120 resources) as local ontology
and a part of ACM (two sections: Computer systems
organisation section and software section, connected
to 100 resources) as distant ontology (DONNER LE
NOMBRE DE CONCEPTS DE ACM). The two con- 7.3. Results in Biomedical application
ROMIE is a mapping system which could be used
sidered ontologies SQL and ACM are in a first step
automatically enriched by semantic relations thanks on any application domain. Even resources are not
to the resources.
available for enriching the considered ontologies, our
13

similar anatomy context and are developed independently. MeSH is a controlled vocabulary produced
by the American National Library of Medicine and
is used for indexing, cataloguing, and searching for
biomedical and health-related information and documents. It consists of sets of terms or descriptors
in a hierarchical structure and contains more than
1400 concepts. MA organises anatomical structures
for the postnatal mouse spatially and functionally,
using ”is a” and ”part of” relationships. The ontology is used to describe expression data for adult
mouse and phenotype data pertinent to anatomy in
standardised ways. MA ontology contains more than
2400 anatomical concepts. For our experimentation
we focused on three categories developed by both ontologies, namely, nose (with 15 concepts in MeSH and
18 concepts in MA), ear (39 concepts in MeSH and
77 concepts in MA), and eye (45 concepts in MeSH
and 112 concepts in MA).
All our evaluations are based on the metrics of recall and precision calculated considering mappings
generated by the system and mappings identified
manually by the expert:
P recision =
Recall =

Figure 8: Mapping results obtained by ROMIE on ACM and
SQL ontologies. Three metrics are calculated: percentage of
mappings correctly identified (in blue), percentage of false negative mappings (in red) and percentage of false positive mappings (in green).

system is able to predict efficiently mappings between
the ontologies.
We show in this section results obtained by ROMIE
on an example of biomedical ontologies not linked to
resources, in order to show the efficiency of ROMIE
even when the considered ontologies have not been
enriched (nor step of ontology enrichment).
Several biomedical ontologies are available in OBO
web site [15]. We present here the results obtained
with two ontologies, namely: MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) ontology [25] and MA (Adult Mouse
Anatomy) ontology [12]. These ontologies cover a

Ncorrect
Nf ound

Ncorrect
Nexpected

where Ncorrect corresponds to the number of mappings correctly predicted, Nf ound to the number of
mappings generated by ROMIE and Nexpected to the
number of mappings manually identified by the expert (note that Ncorrect is the intersection between
the two sets Nf ound and Nexpected ).
In our tests, the expert provides 9 mappings between nose concepts, 27 mappings between ear concepts and 27 mappings between eye concepts.
Figure 9 illustrates the impact of each type of
matcher and filter on the results.
We can see that the recall obtained by combining
all matchers is higher but the precision is less
important. The threshold filter allowed to select
candidate mappings with confidence and similarity
values greater than given thresholds. We considered
in our tests a confidence threshold of 5 and a
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Figure 10: Comparison of mapping results obtained by
ROMIE, PROMPT, FOAM and SAMBO on MA and MeSH
ontologies
Figure 9: Results obtained by the different ROMIE matchers
and filters on MA and MeSH ontologies.

8. Conclusion
similarity threshold of 0.4. This filter improved
slightly the precision of the results. As we can see
on the Figure 9, the structural and semantic filters
had a much more positive effect in the detection of
wrong candidate mappings.
ROMIE was compared to three well known systems: PROMPT [28], FOAM [9] and SAMBO [21].
We compared the results obtained by ROMIE on
MeSH and MA ontologies with the ones obtained by
Lambrix and Tan in [21], where they evaluated their
ontology mapping tool SAMBO with two well known
and available tools: PROMPT [28] and FOAM [9].
Figure 10 shows the recall and the precision obtained
by each of the four systems (PROMPT, FOAM,
SAMBO and ROMIE).

Thanks to the web, users could access to a huge
amount of data and resources. In a large number of
domains and particularly in TEL and biomedical domain, ontologies are more and more used to allow the
exchange of these data and resources between different users. Unfortunately, it is hard to find one global
ontology in a given domain. Several ontologies must
be considered, that’s why the task of mapping ontologies is very important. In this paper, we presented
an original and efficient method of ontology mapping
called ROMIE (Resource based Ontology Mapping
within an Interactive and Extensible environment),
which presents several characteristics:

We can see that the precision of ROMIE is higher
than the ones of PROMPT and FOAM and is equal
to the precision of SAMBO, which is equal to 95%.
However, the recall of ROMIE is the higher one (close
to 100%), thanks to our efficient filtering process. For
instance, ROMIE successfully generated all mappings
provided (manually) by the domain expert for the
’eye’ concepts.
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• Extensibility: adding, removing or modifying
the initial system configuration (matchers and
thresholds) allows to fit to the features of the
application domain. The system is relatively
generic because its weak dependency in relation
to the semantics of the used presentation language.
• Adaptability: mapping discovery is based on relations between resources indexed to ontologies
(instances, documents, etc.). No need to have
a rich ontology, it is enough to have enough indexed resources so that method can be applied.

mapping process. The validated mappings are indeed continuously taken into account and used by
the different steps and methods of the mapping process (matchers, filters) in order to improve mapping
results.
There are of course several perspectives, extensions
• Interactivity: the process of mapping validation
and improvements to our work:
uses and exploits knowledge of the users.
• We presented in this paper a list of semantic relaWe proposed a mapping algorithm based on retions between resources for the TEL application.
sources which improves consequently the mapping
We are currently working on defining other relaprocess. The principle is to enrich, in a first step,
tions.
the ontology by semantic relations between concepts,
• Flexibility: several mapping methods are used
and combined (syntactic, linguistic, structural
and semantic). This allows to produce mappings
richer in terms of semantics than mapping methods based only on measurement of similarities.

by propagating relations existing between resources
• Our ontology mapping system is also in use in
relied to the concepts. Resources relationships could
bioinformatics and life sciences domain (particbe generated by an analysis of the resources properularly in Saphir ANR Project [33, 34]). In this
ties which depend on the domain application.
paper we presented results obtained by using
In this paper, our first objective was to show how
ROMIE without the resource-based matchers.
semantic matchers based on resource relationships
We currently study the possibility of using reimprove mapping results. We considered for this pursources, in order to enrich ontologies and then
pose the TEL application domain, where we defined
improve the mapping process.
a set of resource relationships which allowed to enrich
• Other lexical dictionaries can be used, instead
considered ontologies. We have also shown the effior besides WordNet dictionary. This is the case
ciency of our mapping system even resources are not
for life sciences ontologies for instance, where we
available (so no enrichment of the considered ontoloplan to use UMLS (Unified Medical Language
gies), considering the biomedical application domain.
System) [29], which is a well-known metatheOur instance-based approach for ontology mapping
saurus for biomedical terminology.
is different than instance-based approaches existing
in literature. Almost existing instance based ap• Our different matchers and filters use confidence
proaches assume that the instance level is shared beand similarity thresholds which are set manutween ontologies. Therefore, the instance-based mapally in our prototype and deduced thanks to sevping between concepts of two ontologies is based on
eral tests we achieved. Users can change these
the overlap of their instance sets. But in many situathreshold values and set their own thresholds via
tions there will be no shared individuals. In ROMIE,
the interface. One of our further works is to
this is not required, since it is only necessary to have
develop a method based on statistical learning
semantic relations between the instances or resources
in order to set automatically adequate values to
associated to considered concepts.
these thresholds.
Besides the enrichment step, ROMIE presents sev• To generalise to other applications, we proeral properties which makes it efficient comparing to
pose to extract dependency relations between inother existing systems. One of these properties is
stances (like ’part of’, ’summary’, ’antithesis’ or
its filtering method, where wrong generated map’purpose’) using for example Rhetorical Strucpings are determined automatically. The filtering
ture Theory [32].
method uses several rules including incompatibility
between mappings. In existing works, filtering process is generally based only on a threshold value. An- References
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